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Data Cleansing Method 

1. Introduction 

11 years of data were provided by KM4Dev in an XML format. The earliest data was time-
stamped the 12th of September 2000, and the latest the 1st of March 2012. The data was dirty 
and required substantial cleaning to remove identified pseudonyms, aliases, and duplicate 
names, as well as non-printing characters. HyperEdge cannot guarantee that all pseudonyms 
and aliases have been removed, but the following steps ensure data is clean and all duplicates 
are removed. 

2. Data Cleansing Steps 

Data cleansing was done in Microsoft EXCEL 2010. The steps were as follows: 

a) Import the XML file into EXCEL 2010 as a read only workbook. 

b) Save the file so it can be edited. Name the Workbook CLEANED. 

c) Rename the first worksheet RAWDATA. 

d) Copy RAWDATA and rename it DATECLEAN. 

i) Transform Column D into separate fields using Text to Columns. This 
creates the following fields as columns: 

ii) MessageDay, 
iii) MessageMonth, 
iv) MessageYear, 
v) MessageDate, and 

vi) MessageTime. 

vii) Format the fields as dates. 

e) Copy DATECLEAN and rename it NAMECLEAN. 

i) Insert a new Column H. 

ii) In Column H enter the formula =LOWER(H2) to convert all text to lower 
case for consistency and to enable comparison. 

iii) Copy it down and paste the values back to Column G PostedBy. 

iv) Delete Column H. 
f) Sort Column G PostedBy alphabetically. 

i) Change any obvious aliases to be one name, for example 
pete.cranston@oneworld.net to pete.cranston@btinternet.com. 
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g) Copy DATECLEAN and rename it REPLYCLEAN. 

i) Sort MessageId in ascending order. 

ii) Rename Column H to InReplyToCode. 

iii) Insert a new Column I and name it InReplytoAddress. 

iv) Create a Vlookup formula in InReplytoAddress to find the originator of 
InReplyToCode, that is, =VLOOKUP(H2,$A$2:$H$10535,7,FALSE). 

v) Cascade down, copy results, and paste values to overwrite the formulas in 
InReplytoAddress. 

h) Copy REPLY_CLEAN and rename it SUBJECT_CLEAN.  

i) In Column K enter the formula =CLEAN(J2) to remove non-printable 
characters.  

ii) Copy it down and paste the values back to Column J Subject. 
iii) Delete Column K. 

iv) In Column K enter the formula =LOWER(J2) to convert all text to lower 
case for consistency and to enable comparison. 

v) Copy it down and paste the values back to Column J Subject. 
vi) Delete Column K. 
vii) Sort by Subject, MessageDate, and MessageTime. 

viii) Select Column J Subject and: 

(1) remove re: and similar (eg re:space); 

(2) remove fwd: and similar; 

(3) remove antw: and similar; 

(4) remove aw: and similar; 

(5) remove sv: and similar; 

(6) remove [actkm]; 

(7) remove [administrators-en]; 

(8) remove [asn]; 

(9) remove [bulk]; 

(10) remove [km4dev-l]; and 

(11) remove [work]. 
ix) Sort by Subject, MessageDate, and MessageTime and save. 

i) Copy REPLYCLEAN and rename it RECONSTRUCT. 

i) Hide Columns A, B, C, and H. 

ii) In Column I, colour the cells that are obvious self-replies or repeat emails. 
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j) Copy RECONSTRUCT and rename it SHEETCLEAN. (This step is not strictly 
necessary, but serves as a failsafe). 

i) Using the =CLEAN command re-clean every column.  

3. Conclusion 

The preceding steps ensure data is ready for export and manipulation in other workbooks 
prior to analysis is specialised software programs. If these steps are followed all non-printing 
characters will have been removed. Similarly all duplicate names will have been removed, 
along with most, if not all, pseudonyms and aliases. 
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Initial Data Analysis Method 
in Microsoft EXCEL 2010 

1. Introduction 

This annex provides an outline of the initial data analysis method conducted in Microsoft 
EXCEL 2010. 

2. Data Analysis Steps 

The steps used in this part of the analysis were as follows: 

a) Copy the workbook named CLEANED and rename it ANALYSIS. 

b) Delete all worksheets except SHEETCLEAN. 

c) Copy SHEETCLEAN and rename it EDGELIST. 
i) Insert a column after Column I, and name it Same. 

ii) In cell I2 insert the following formula =IF(G2=I2,"same",""). Copy it 
down to the last row entry. 

iii) Turn on Automatic Filter. 

iv) Filter Column J Same for the word “same”. 

v) Delete entries in the rows and then delete Column J Same. 
vi) Filter PostedBy for Anonymous and delete rows. 

vii) Filter InReplyToAddress for Anonymous and delete rows. 

viii) Turn off the Automatic Filter. 

ix) Sort the worksheet by MessageDate and MessageTime. 

x) Delete MessageID, InReplyToCode, and Subject. 
xi) Reorder the columns so that PostedBy comes first, followed by InReplyTo 

Address. 

xii) The worksheet is now in edge-list format with associated link attributes, 
and is now ready for export to specialised social network analysis software 
programs. 

d) Copy EDGELIST and rename it NODESET. 

i) Delete Columns C, D, E, F, and G. 
ii) Rename Column A NodeSet. 
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iii) Copy and paste Column B to the bottom of Column A Nodeset. 
iv) Delete Column B. 

v) Highlight Column A and apply the Remove Duplicates command. 

vi) Sort Column A alphabetically.  

vii) This leaves a node-set with no attributes. Attributes can be inserted later. 

e) Using the Insert PivotTable command on EDGELIST, create a new worksheet 
and name it TIMEANALYSIS. 

i) Open TIMEANALYSIS and analyse the pivot data for the number of posts 
by Year, Month, and Date. 

f) Copy NODESET and rename it ATTIBUTES. 

i) ATTIBUTES will be a worksheet to calculate and hold node attribute data. 

g) Using the Insert PivotTable command on EDGELIST, create a new worksheet 
and name it TIMEANALYSIS. 

i) Open TIMEANALYSIS and analyse the pivot data for the number of posts 
by Year, Month, and Date. 

h) Using the Insert PivotTable command on NODSET, create a new worksheet and 
name it POSTANALYSIS. 

i) Open POSTANALYSIS and analyse the pivot data for the number of posts 
by person, and the number of posts that are replies to someone else. 

ii) Copy the results back to NODESET.  
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